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Dear Ms. Krause:
We refer to your email of April 16, 2018 and its attachments entitled “Monkey Business - The CHIMP
Foundation & Other Charities Affiliated with Blake Bromley & The Benefic Group” and a related
document entitled “Monkey Business: Appendices.”
As you know from accessing our website, CHIMP Foundation’s goal is to provide individuals and
organizations with a donor-centered online platform which facilitates giving to registered charities in a
cost effective and nimble manner.
CHIMP’s website enables any individual, company or existing charitable foundation to set up a
donor-advised fund (DAF) through which they can donate cash, publicly or privately traded shares,
insurance proceeds, real estate and other assets of verifiable value.
Although CHIMP did not invent the DAF concept, we were the first to make DAFs available to all
Canadians, no matter how much time or money they are in a position to dedicate to the charitable
sector. Since beginning to collect donations in 2011, CHIMP has already been utilized by more than
100,000 Canadians.
CHIMP Foundation and its board of directors place great value on their reputation for integrity and
endeavour to meet or exceed all obligations to CRA and other regulators. CHIMP is audited annually
by a leading international auditing firm (Deloitte Canada) and retains Norton Rose Fulbright, a
well-known global law firm, as well as other known law firms, to provide advice concerning business,
governance, and compliance-related matters.
In this context, you will not be surprised to learn we were shocked by the suggestion in “Monkey
Business” that CHIMP Foundation is involved in a conspiracy to cheat the Canadian public out of
millions of dollars by providing “undue tax relief.” That type of allegation, if made publicly, would
obviously be capable of severely impairing, if not destroying, CHIMP’s ability to continue enhancing
Canadian contributions to charitable causes.
Upon a close reading of your presentation and its appendices, however, we can see that your analysis
and opinions are fatally flawed and indefensible. You have your facts wrong and do not appear to
understand basic principles of law applicable to charities or even how CHIMP operates.
The purpose of this letter is to point out where your information is incorrect, distorted, or misleading
because it omits important facts or context.
CHIMP Foundation was federally incorporated in 2008 pursuant to Letters Patent under the Canada
Business Corporations Act in order to “solicit and receive gifts, bequests, trusts, funds and property
and beneficially, or as a trustee or agent, to hold, invest, develop, manage, accumulate and administer
funds and property for the purpose of disbursing funds and property exclusively to registered charities
and ‘qualified donees' under the provisions of the Income Tax Act.” Immediately following
incorporation, CHIMP applied for and obtained the status of a registered “charitable foundation”
under the federal Income Tax Act.
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Although CHIMP did not begin soliciting donations until 2011, in the period following incorporation it
devoted time, energy and money to establishing its online user-friendly platform for charitable giving
by means of donor-advised funds, and complied with all CRA filing requirements.
Your discussion of CHIMP Foundation’s activities suggests you are unfamiliar with the clear distinction
in the Income Tax Act between the activities of a “charitable foundation” and the activities of a
“charitable organization.”
The Income Tax Act requires charitable organizations to devote all their resources to charitable
activities carried on by the organization itself. By contrast, a charitable foundation is required to
operate exclusively for charitable purposes. The Income Tax Act makes it very clear that making
disbursements to other registered charitable foundations and registered charitable organizations (or
“qualified donees”) is a charitable purpose.
As such, CHIMP is being fully compliant when it disburses money to qualified donees, which are
defined in the Income Tax Act and clearly include other registered charitable foundations and
registered charitable organizations. By contrast, we would not be compliant if we carried out
charitable activities ourselves because our CRA-approved Letters Patent do not allow CHIMP
Foundation to do so.
Further, the Income Tax Act allows specifically designed public foundations like CHIMP Foundation to
accumulate money and assets in order to create a permanent capital base which will generate income
to fund future charitable giving. It is important to note that CHIMP Foundation is required by the
Income Tax Act to meet an annual quota for charitable disbursements equivalent to only 3.5% of its
capital base. CHIMP Foundation’s disbursements exceed this 3.5% requirement even when
disbursements made to, what you call “Bromley charities,” are excluded. Unlike many DAFs, CHIMP
Foundation’s primary interest is to facilitate the charitable goals of the donor and not just accumulate
assets.
In this context, it is plainly nonsensical for you or anyone else to allege that CHIMP Foundation is
“cheating the public of millions of dollars” by employing the donations it receives in order to create a
capital base to support future charitable giving of its donors. It is also plainly nonsensical to accuse
CHIMP Foundation of “cheating” by disbursing funds to other registered charitable foundations, since
such disbursements are expressly authorized by the statutory definition of “charitable purposes” in
the Income Tax Act and because our Letters Patent preclude us from doing anything else.
Your allegations about “cheating” the Canadian taxpayer are baffling. You never explain how CHIMP
Foundation supposedly provides “undue tax relief,” which you claim is the basis of the “cheating.”
When you speak of “tax relief,” we assume you are referring to “tax-deductible receipts” (to employ
your description under the heading “Fair Questions”). In other words, the “tax relief” takes the form of
a deduction from taxable income in an amount equal to the sum on the tax-deductible receipts. This
reduction results in lower tax payable.
However, CHIMP Foundation does not issue a tax-deductible receipt when money or other property is
donated to CHIMP Foundation by another charitable foundation. Nor does CHIMP Foundation receive
a tax-deductible receipt for money or other property that CHIMP disburses to a qualified donee.
The only time CHIMP Foundation issues a tax-deductible receipt is when CHIMP receives a donation
from someone other than a registered charity. In other words, a donated-to-charity dollar is only
deductible once. The one-time deduction from taxable income may only be claimed by the original
and “true” donor.
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Hypothetically, we suppose, a donated-to-charity dollar could be “shuffled around” indefinitely
between charities, or go around in a circle, but no tax-deductible receipt would ever issue because of
that shuffling or circular motion.
CHIMP Foundation does not “shuffle around” money but it has purposefully developed policies that
may cause more money to move through CHIMP than other DAFs. By way of example:
1. There is no minimum threshold for donations made into CHIMP and no minimum donation is
required to start a DAF with CHIMP. We choose to be inclusive of all potential donors, large or
small.
2. There is no minimum or maximum amount that may be disbursed from CHIMP and no ‘holding
periods’ are enforced. We choose to empower donors with choice and flexibility.
3. Free web-based tools allow donors to easily give to and track gifts made to qualified donees
without the need to involve CHIMP staff.
You assert that CHIMP Foundation is one of four “shell charities” created by Blake Bromley which
“have acted like four pockets in the same pair of pants” and that “most of the financial giving of these
four charities consisted of simply shuffling money back and forth between themselves.” The other
three charities you name are Global View Foundation, Imladris Foundation and Pacific Light
Foundation. In this connection, you falsely allege that “CHIMP’s actual revenue and expenditures are
exaggerated by transactions that are circular in nature.”
Here are the true facts:
1. Until we reviewed your draft story, we had never heard the term “shell charity.” That label,
whatever it may mean, has never been applied to CHIMP Foundation.
2. CHIMP Foundation is not networked with Global View Foundation, Imladris Foundation and
Pacific Light Foundation. The fact that CHIMP Foundation’s registration applications were sent
to CRA 3 years before it became active on the same day applications were made by the other
three entities had nothing to do with CHIMP.
3. Although it achieved charitable registration in 2008, CHIMP Foundation first became active in
taking on donations in 2011. By that time, the nominal directors who were named at
incorporation and registration with CRA were replaced by new directors who were engaged to
develop CHIMP Foundation according to its mission and vision. The new directors requested
that John Bromley sit on the board. However, once CHIMP Foundation started to focus on
growth, John Bromley resigned from the board in July 2013.
4. To the best of CHIMP Foundation’s knowledge, none of its directors have ever served on the
boards of any of the other three charitable foundations.
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5. CHIMP Foundation does not circulate or shuffle money through the other three charitable
foundations. Donors using CHIMP make non-binding recommendations to CHIMP Foundation
about grants to be made from their DAF to other qualified donees including other charitable
foundations. Those non-binding recommendations are reviewed by CHIMP Foundation’s
board before the disbursement requested by the original donor is actually made. CHIMP
Foundation’s board always has the right to override the donor recommendations concerning
disbursements from the donor’s DAF.
6. You point to an unusually large one-time disbursement of $30.4 million dollars made by
CHIMP Foundation to Zawadi Foundation, a disbursement which was recommended by the
original donor to be made from its DAF and, before implementation, was reviewed, discussed,
and specifically approved by the board. This particular disbursement took place because there
was an unexpected change in the donor’s plan. Here is the true story: After the original
donation of a real estate asset to CHIMP Foundation—a donation accepted on the basis the
property was to be eventually sold for cash, the proceeds from which would form the majority
of the donor’s DAF with CHIMP—the original donor changed direction and asked CHIMP
Foundation to develop that real estate asset (construct roads, build homes). Because
developing real estate was outside CHIMP’s experience and permissible activities under its
Investment Policy, CHIMP facilitated the transfer of the real estate asset, valued at $30.4
million, to Zawadi Foundation. The donor identified Zawadi Foundation as the appropriate
recipient of the property transfer, which has since used the $30.4 million asset for its own
purposes. In summary, the $30.4 million was not “shuffled” between “pockets” and did not go
around in “circles.” CHIMP disbursed the real estate in-kind so as to remain in full compliance
with the Income Tax Act.
7. In 2016, CHIMP Foundation disbursed $2.0 million to Imladris Foundation. The original donors
of the $2.0 million were unrelated to Imladris. The donors wanted to contribute to a project
for which Imladris was the lead funder. It is not unusual for donors to want to collaborate on
specific funding projects. This $2.0 million was not shuffled and did not go around in circles.
8. CHIMP Foundation is not involved in transactions that are circular in nature. CHIMP
Foundation has policies and procedures that prohibit circular flows of the same funds with
other charities.
Furthermore, the following represents two unrelated transactions:
a. Another charitable foundation sent money to CHIMP in 2012, and CHIMP
subsequently disbursed the money to a charity or charities at the recommendation of
the charitable foundation’s original donors
b. Then, in 2016, the same foundation received money from CHIMP at the
recommendation of different donors to CHIMP
These could not reasonably be characterized as shuffling funds in a circle.
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9. CHIMP Foundation’s board of directors has policies and procedures governing all decisions
about the receipt of donations by CHIMP and the disbursement of funds to other charities
from CHIMP. Every disbursement over $5,000 receives extra board scrutiny.
10. CHIMP Foundation’s actual revenues and expenditures, which are subject to annual audits by
Deloitte Canada, are correctly recorded. They are not exaggerated.
You also incorrectly claim that CHIMP Foundation is “one of the central charities in the Bromley
network” and shares “a common core of directors who are employees and/or advisors of Blake
Bromley’s company, the Benefic Group.”
Here are the true facts:
1. No member of CHIMP Foundation’s board of directors is an employee of Blake Bromley’s
company, the Benefic Group.
2. Blake Bromley was an early director of CHIMP Foundation but resigned before CHIMP
Foundation engaged in a single gift or disbursement transaction. Since resigning, Blake
Bromley has never participated in board decisions.
3. From time to time, donor opportunities are referred to CHIMP Foundation by Benefic and by
other reputable firms that are familiar with CHIMP’s service offerings. When a donor
opportunity is referred to CHIMP Foundation by Benefic or any other external source, CHIMP
Foundation evaluates the opportunity independently and engages its own fully arm’s length
advisors and legal counsel.
4. CHIMP Foundation has never considered itself to be part of any network of charities. We had
never heard of the so-called “Bromley network” before reviewing your documents.
You also insinuate that the fact CHIMP Foundation has not publicly identified the (unnamed) donors
who received tax-deductible receipts totalling $253 million are grounds for suspicion CHIMP
Foundation is engaged in wrongdoing. You allege CHIMP Foundation has amortized assets “quickly and
at a steep loss.”
Here are the true facts:
1. In compliance with CRA regulations, CHIMP Foundation does not issue tax receipts when
another registered charity donates money to CHIMP.
2. CHIMP Foundation has issued tax-deductible receipts to over 75,000 unique donors. CHIMP
Foundation is prohibited by obligations of confidentiality, privacy law, and by federal and
provincial legislation regarding the protection of personal information from publicly disclosing
the name of any individual or corporate donor, or whether or not they received a
tax-deductible donation receipt from CHIMP Foundation. CRA, as the regulator, has all those
names.
3. CHIMP Foundation amortizes its assets at the rate prescribed by the Income Tax Act, which is
necessarily the rate employed by Deloitte in the preparation of its financial statements.
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4. CHIMP Foundation has taken no losses on any real property, to the best of our knowledge.
Any losses would have been related to shares in publicly-traded companies owned by CHIMP
Foundation, which of course fluctuate in value on the stock market.
You also wrongly insinuate that CHIMP Foundation has paid Blake Bromley and/or his company, the
Benefic Group, millions of dollars in fees, and that CHIMP Foundation is concealing such payments.
The true facts are as follows:
1. Blake Bromley and the Benefic Group have not been paid any fees for services since the
original incorporation other than records office charges of about $500 per year until 2011 and
one invoice in 2013 for helping to prepare CHIMP’s T3010, when even those payments ceased
because Norton Rose Fulbright and other identifiable law firms assumed all responsibilities for
providing legal advice and services.
2. Totalling Line 5010 (“Management and Administration”) on seven years of CHIMP
Foundation’s T3010 tax returns (which are accessible on our website) results in a figure of
$12.8 million. Those familiar with preparing T3010 returns know that Line 5010 is a catch-all
label. Sums reported for CHIMP Foundation on Line 5010 include financing expenses, property
taxes, investment management fees, insurance, and amortization, in addition to staff salaries.
In CHIMP’s case, this line also effectively includes the cost of fundraising. However, CHIMP
does not generally fundraise in the traditional sense of asking donors to just give to CHIMP
Foundation. Rather, our “fundraising” is about our donor-centered value proposition: donors
choose to use CHIMP to facilitate their own giving because it is easy, helpful, and cost
effective.
3. As a percentage of revenue, CHIMP Foundation’s fundraising costs are modest as compared to
the expenses incurred by other charities. CHIMP Foundation is able to minimize its costs of
administration and fundraising by outsourcing all of those activities to CHIMP Technology Inc.
(“CTI”), which, among other services, develops the special web-based application which
facilitates online donations to and disbursements from CHIMP DAFs. CTI looks after all
expenses, including among other things the office lease, staff wages and benefits,
management salaries, website design and maintenance, accounting fees, professional fees,
insurance, marketing, internet and telephone charges, advertising etc. John Bromley and Blake
Bromley are directors, officers and shareholders of CTI, which has carried on its administrative
and fundraising responsibilities under a contractual relationship approved by the board of
CHIMP Foundation.
4. As part of its contractual relationship with CHIMP Foundation, CTI supplies the services of
John Bromley, who is our founder and has acted as our Chief Executive Officer since inception.
The board has high regard for John Bromley’s immense contribution to the success of CHIMP
Foundation and values his vision of inspiring Canadians to integrate charitable giving into their
everyday lives.
Your draft presentation contains many other inaccurate claims which may impact CHIMP Foundation.
The time available to prepare this response has been insufficient to address all of our concerns. We
therefore reserve the right to raise additional matters with you in the near future.
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In summary, CHIMP Foundation has consistently operated in compliance with all statutory and
regulatory requirements, and has a well-deserved reputation as a leading and innovative public
charitable foundation that is committed to serving charitable purposes which are manifestly in the
public interest.
If you have questions, please communicate with the undersigned.
Sincerely,

Michael Cahen, President

John Bromley, CEO

CHIMP: Charitable Impact Foundation

cc: All board members
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CHIMP: Charitable Impact Foundation (Canada)
#1250-1500 West Georgia Street,
Vancouver, BC
V6G 2Z6

May 14, 2018

Dear Ms. Krause:
I refer to John Bromley’s email to you of May 9, 2018 which forwarded my 7-page letter
to you on behalf of CHIMP: Charitable Impact Foundation (Canada).
My letter asked that you direct any questions to me.
John Bromley provided me with a copy of your email of May 11, 2018 11:52 AM which
you sent to him and Blake Bromley but chose not to copy to me.
Your email alleges you have unanswered questions.
If you have questions for CHIMP, as distinguished from questions for Blake Bromley,
please let me know what they are.
Kindly note that any future communications to CHIMP should be sent to me.
Sincerely,

Michael Cahén,
President
CHIMP: Charitable Impact Foundation (Canada)
CC:

John Bromley
File

